
Apply Step 1 Lash Lifting Lotion: using a microfibre brush, do not apply any further than halfway
up the lash lift shield. 

Processing times can range from between 5-8 minutes depending on the texture of the natural
lashes

 Once you’re happy with your lash lift lotion application place a clean dry cotton pad on each eye
& cover with a hand towel

Once processing time is up, remove Step 1 lotion using a clean, dry cotton bud

Repeat applying Step 2 Fixing Lotion as explained above

Once processing time is up remove Step 2 lotion using a clean, dry cotton bud

Apply the nourishing lash lift lotion using a cotton bud, wait for 5 minutes, by this time the lashes
will be nourished & ready to be removed from the lash lift shield

Using a damp cotton pad gently cleanse the lashes ensuring all lotions have been removed

Apply a damp cotton pad behind the lash lift shield, gently releasing the shield from your clients
eyelid to reveal your gorgeous lifted lashes!

Final step Tint the client's lashes with your chosen tint, we recommend approx 10 minutes (refer
to your manufactures guidelines for tint timings) 

Please Note: To check in on your client throughout their treatment to ensure they are
comfortable & there is no irritation if your client is uncomfortable please stop the treatment
immediately & remove any lash lift lotions

Lash Lift Lotion has not come in contact with the skin if this happens please remove it with a
cotton bud

The solution has not been applied to high on the lash lift shield as this will over curl the lashes

It’s important to understand that where you apply the lotion will have a direct effect on the lash
lift result. 

Do not rush this process!

 

 
 

Always check:

 



Lash Lift lotions correctly placed will produce beautifully lifted lashes without being over curled

The lash lift lotion should start just where the lashes start touching the shield, allow 0.05 - 1mm
gap from the root of the lashes ensuring the lash lift lotions do not come into contact with the
skin!

The area covered should just be enough to create the lift. You should look from the top and the
side as you carefully apply the lift lotion to ensure the correct coverage

Avoid rubbing the eyes
Avoid your lashes coming into contact with water for 24 x hrs
Avoid sunbeds for 24 x hrs
Avoid hot steamy facials for 24 x hrs
Avoid mascara for 24 x hrs

Continued...

 
 
 

Client Aftercare;

 

 


